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GOOD GOVERNANCE 4

I hope these pages will pro-
vide recognition and inspira-
tion to all the employees who 
are now part of the NEINVER 
Group. Recognition because 
they unquestionably made 
possible the achievements 
described in this publication. 
And inspiration because 
Social Responsibility is a 
dynamic, ongoing commit-
ment that requires fresh 
efforts to continue building 
and contributing value.

José María Losantos y del Campo
NEINVER Chairman
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The 2010-2011 period was marked by major changes in the economic and financial model around the world. Political and 
economic agencies have issued new guidelines and rules to ensure the solvency and sustainability of countries, companies 
and markets.

In this period of rebuilding, NEINVER has successfully, effectively and efficiently met its main strategic challenges, continuing 
to expand in Europe while honouring all of its commitments to its stakeholders. 

These commitments are reflected in this third Corporate Social Responsibility Report. This publication becomes more 
important to the company each year, and aims to raise awareness of the challenges we have met and, more particularly, our 
commitments for the future.

I hope these pages will provide recognition and inspiration to all the employees who are now part of the NEINVER Group. Re-
cognition because they unquestionably made possible the achievements described in this publication. And inspiration because 
Social Responsibility is a dynamic, ongoing commitment that requires fresh efforts to continue building and contributing value.

Despite recent social and economic problems, the NEINVER team remains resolved to strengthen its position as a benchmark 
European retail property company, with a firm commitment to sustainable development – economic, social and environmental 
– in order to help improve the societies where we do business.

NEINVER’s commitment to sustainability, through environmental certification of all its assets and by uniting all its outlet centres 
under a single internationally respected brand are examples of bringing value to its more than 800 clients and more than 40 
million shoppers per year. A tangible value now present in 6 European countries. 

It is deeply satisfying to work on building a business model that, while focusing on growing the business, remains faithful to its 
social commitments. This Report and the day-to-day work of the NEINVER team reflect these convictions and also the ways 
we strive to improve each and every area of the Group.

Madrid, December 2011
José María Losantos y del Campo

Chairman
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“The NEINVER 
team’s effort 
and enthusiasm to 
institute a respon-
sible management 
model has genera-
ted a tipping point 
in the Group and 
invites us to go still 
further in embra-
cing sustainability. ” 
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Dear reader, 

I am pleased to introduce the NEINVER Group’s third Corporate Social Responsibility Report. A biennial report 
covering 2010-2011, its main purpose is to honour NEINVER’s commitment to remain transparent to its various 
stakeholders. 

This report shows major advances by every area of the company, towards the goal of building a socially respon-
sible business. 
 
Highlights of this report include the implementation of internal policies and procedures to improve corporate go-
vernance; achievement of business targets in each area of activity to ensure the Group’s sustainability and growth; 
the development of new HR procedures to manage talent and improve competitiveness; and obtaining prestigious 
certifications for environmentally sound development and management of all retail assets.

The NEINVER team’s effort and enthusiasm to institute a responsible management model has generated a tipping 
point in the Group and invites us to go still further in embracing sustainability. The design of a comprehensive, 
Group-wide 2012-2014 strategic plan is the first response to this challenge. 

This plan will take form, starting in 2012, with the promotion, monitoring and annual publication of commitments 
and results obtained in the three Corporate Responsibility areas: financial performance and good governance, 
social performance, and environmental performance. We do this with the full awareness that the road to being 
a Socially Responsible Company, a leader in its industry, requires perseverance and daily work by all of us who 
make up NEINVER.

Madrid, December 2011
Pilar Losantos Santorromán

CSR Director
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The NEINVER Group is working to promote implementation of new, efficient corporate Good Governance policies 
that ensure and strengthen proper management of the company, its transparency and commitment to Social Res-
ponsibility.

Good Governance
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In 2010 and 2011, the NEINVER Group and its management have worked to foster the company’s Good Corporate Governance, particularly in strategic 
aspects such as: 

1. Appointing new members to its Board of Directors, including members from outside the Group.

2. Defining new policies and procedures to foster continual improvement of all the company’s procedures. 

3. Development of a Corporate Social Responsibility strategic plan laying the foundations for Group-wide management of Social Responsibility 
 at NEINVER.

In discussing 2011, it is worth mentioning a change in one of the 
company’s main decision-making and management bodies: the Board 
of Directors. 

In the 2010-2011 period, in line with the new corporate strategy and coin-
ciding with NEINVER’s change of CEO, the composition of the Group’s 
Board of Directors also changed. NEINVER management has worked 
to build a board that promotes the company’s values and strategy. The 

goal has been to bolster this body’s monitoring and assessment role by 
naming new independent directors. 

On 31 December 2011, the Board consists of 6 members, of whom 3 
are independent professionals, 1 is a senior manager and 2 are members 
of the family. Notably, women now make up 33% of the company’s top 
governing body. 

1. New Members of the Board of Directors

Good Governance
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As an external advisor of NEINVER I see my role from 
a broad perspective, defending all stakeholders with 
an interest in the company’s long-term success. Not 
just shareholders but also employees, clients and the 
communities where NEINVER operates its shopping 
centres.

José María Losantos y del 
Campo 
Chairman of the Board 

Pilar Losantos Santorromán
Member 

Daniel Losantos
Member

Rosa Medina 
Member 

Manuel de Vicente
Independent Member

 

Juan Fernández Armesto
Independent Member

Enrique López
Independent Member

BOARD MEMBERS

Juan Fernández Armesto
Advisor to the Board of Directors
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In 2010 and 2011, NEINVER defined and implemented initiatives that aim to optimise the company’s organisational structure and its functioning. NEINVER is 
applying its policy of continual improvement to aspects of good governance.

2. Initiatives to improve the organisation

Corporate Governance

Initiatives Description Objective

Implement a new power 
structure

Process of defining, granting and communicating powers in 
all the Group’s companies.

Expedite the signing of documents and streng-
then the delegation of roles and responsibilities 
among the management team. 

Launch the Internal Audit 
Department.

A department whose main goal is to oversee the company’s 
work, checking that internal policies are appropriate in the 
various jurisdictions and proposing improvements in order to 
avoid potential deviations, and lend assistance to the statutory 
auditors to facilitate and streamline their job.

Add value and improve the organisation’s opera-
tions through a systematic, disciplined approach, 
to assess and improve the effectiveness and effi-
ciencies of risk-management, monitoring and go-
vernance processes.

Legislation on money 
laundering in contracting

Compliance with current money laundering regulations. Greater control and security in transactions.
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In 2010, NEINVER set up an Internal Audit department, as proof of its 
faithful commitment to fostering transparency, security and continual im-
provement within the organisation. The purpose of this oversight body is 
to perform independent, objective consulting. The goal is to add value 
and improve the organisation’s operations through a systematic, discipli-
ned approach, in order to assess and improve the efficacy and efficiency 
of its risk management, oversight and governance processes.

Responsibility and authority

Internal Audit’s activities are subject to policies established by senior ma-
nagement and the Board. The department reports directly to the Board 
of Directors, and has authority to review all information, procedures and 
means of safeguarding the assets to ensure their reliability, integrity and 
alignment with company policies. 
 
Objectives and Scope

The main objective is to help the members of the organisation ca-
rry out their responsibilities effectively through analysis, assessment, 

recommendations, advice and information about the reviewed business 
activities. Additionally, it must review operations to check whether the 
results are consistent with established objectives and whether they are 
carried out as planned. It therefore structures its work into three different 
phases:

• Perform economic assessment, review and revision of procedures in 
the company’s various departments, determining their degree of com-
pliance with established norms.

• Design procedures for departments that lack them or where they are 
ineffective or do not ensure the reliability of internal and external infor-
mation.

• Review procedures for preparing financial and accounting statements. 

The result of this new body can be seen in the Internal Audit Reports ex-
pressing the conclusions of the audits conducted, proposing recommen-
dations and actions. And lastly the internal audit Annual Report, which will 
summarise the activities undertaken in each financial year, indicating the 
recommendations that were accepted and implemented, those pending 
implementation and those that were rejected.

Oversight Bodies. Internal audit.
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Initiatives Description Objective

Internal protocol for over-
seeing suppliers

Define an internal procedure for selecting and over-
seeing suppliers.

Contribute greater transparency and security in 
contracting.

Define responsibilities and ro-
les among departments

Exhaustive definition of the responsibilities and roles of 
NEINVER departments at the corporate level and country 
level.

Achieve greater efficiency, ensuring comparisons 
among the best suppliers in the market. 

Study each country’s laws 
affecting outlet centres

Conduct a comparative study of countries’ national laws 
affecting outlet centres and hold meetings at the institu-
tional level regarding adapting and updating such laws 
to reflect today’s reality.

Increase the efficiency and alignment of the va-
rious departments under operating procedures, 
avoiding duplication of effort.

Implement new Information 
Systems

Implement systems in different areas of the company: 
invoice approval, asset management, accounting and 
document management.

Bring about clear regulations that include the spe-
cific traits of this business area to provide suitable 
protection in keeping with its needs.

Improving organisational procedures and processes
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Interior view of Galeria Malta 
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As a family-run international property company, NEINVER wishes to and must 
pay special attention to the responsibility criteria imposed in the markets and 
which are particularly valued by the company’s stakeholders: property ow-
ners, investors, employees, clients and suppliers.

Since 2007, NEINVER management has been aware of the importance of 
sustainability as a fundamental part of its business strategy. It was during 
this 2010-2011 period that the CSR Director set the challenge of taking a 
step forward and proposed beginning a process to consider and define 
a 3-year CSR Strategic Plan for NEINVER. This plan, which aims to take a 
Group-wide approach to CSR, is based on 6 key NEINVER priorities: 

Priority 1 - Good Governance: CSR governance within the company, as 
well as the duties of the manager and committee, standards of 
conduct and a code of ethics.

Priority 2 - CSR Management: Management systems, rules and certifica-
tions ensuring proper CSR management and implementation.

 
Priority 3 - Human Resources: Advances in Human Resource manage-

ment within the company, with emphasis on involvement, deve-
lopment and work-life balance as a way to retain talent.

Priority 4 -  Other stakeholders: Seek dialogue and continual improvement 
in the relationship with all of the company’s stakeholders.

Priority 5 - Community outreach: The company’s work with public and 
private institutions to develop social, cultural and educational 
projects that strengthen the business’s contributions to society.

Priority 6 -  Environmental policy: Deploy sustainability policies and ac-
tions throughout the company’s value chain, to strengthen the 
corporate culture. 

3. CSR management policies
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Good 
Governance

Environmental 
policy

Community 
outreach

Other 
stakeholders

Human 
Resources

CSR 
ManagementCSR
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In 2010 and 2011, the NEINVER Group reinforced its position as one of Europe’s leading property development 
companies. With its entrance into the French market, the NEINVER Group was able to overcome the deepening 
recession in the industry and once again record sustained growth rates that put the business in an even stronger 
position to face new challenges related to growth and internationalisation.

Financial performance
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1. Highlights 

2010

Phase 4 of Zweibrücken The 
Style Outlets opens in Germany, 
increasing its GLA to 30,300 
sq.m.. A project with an inves-
tment of more than €19.5 million.

Germany
Start of construction of Rop-
penheim The Style Outlets, the 
first outlet centre of NEINVER in 
France, developed together with 
MAB Development.       

France

Phase 3 of Vicolungo The Style 
Outlets opens in Italy, adding 
3,718 sq.m. of GLA to the pre-
viously existing 30,740 sq.m.

Italy
NEINVER solidifies its position as 
Europe’s second-largest ope-
rator of outlet centres based on 
total floor area managed, with an 
11% market share and more than 
242,000 sq.m.

Europe Poland

Sale of 75% interest in the Galeria 
Malta shopping centre in Poznan, 
Poland, to the Heitman European 
Property Partners IV investment 
fund, while remaining the sole mana-
ger of the asset.

January 
NEINVER focuses on creating 
a unified European platform of 
outlet centres under The Style 
Outlets brand, which offers shop 
operators the chance to develop a 
unified strategy.

Europe
Signing of a strategic alliance with 
MAB Development (the property 
subsidiary of the Dutch bank, Rabo 
Bank) for joint development of outlet 
projects in France and Germany.

Financial performance
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2011

Spain
Opening of Coruña The Style Outlets, 
with 12,600 sq.m. of GLA. It was the first 
property in Spain to receive the presti-
gious BREEAM certification for its sustai-
nable design and the first to become part 
of the new international platform.

Tenth anniversary of Zweibrüc-
ken The Style Outlets. The centre, 
which has 30,300 sq.m. of GLA and 
a total of 125 shop locations, has 
proven a huge success these past 
10 years.  

Germany

Opening of Bricor Nassica in Por-
tugal with a total investment of more 
than €87 million and 68,200 sq.m. of 
GLA.

Portugal
Poland
FACTORY Warsaw Annopol earns 
BREEAM certification for sustaina-
ble design. The centre, which opens 
in 2013, will be Warsaw’s largest 
with 19,300 sq.m. of GLA and 122 
shops.

Poland
Start of construction for the re-
development of the Katowice city 
centre, in alliance with Meyer Berg-
man with a total investment of more 
than €200 million.  

Poland
Opening of Krakow Futura Park with 
44,000 sq.m. of GLA. The complex 
consists of a retail-warehouse park and 
FACTORY Krakow, an outlet centre with 
120 shops, BREEAM certified as a sus-
tainable building.

Brazil
NEINVER looks to Brazil and be-
gins to study that market as one of 
the economies with the most retail 
and outlet growth potential in Latin 
America.
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Vicolungo The Style Outlets
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Thanks to its growth and international expansion strategy and NEINVER’s excellence in developing and managing property assets, the company has re-
ceived several highly prestigious prizes and awards in the past two years. Industry organisations and magazines in Spain and abroad have honoured the 
outstanding work done by the NEINVER Group and its senior management.

Prizes and Awards

Prize Description Organisation Year

Best Career and 
Internationalisation 

Vía Inmobiliaria magazine – the Spanish property industry’s most widely 
read monthly publication – honoured NEINVER’s chairman and the 
company with an award for Best Career and Internationalisation Strategy.

Vía Inmobiliaria 
magazine

2010

Manager of the Year The company was singled out at the 2010 MAGDUS Awards as Mana-
ger of the Year at the 5th conference of the European FACTORY Outlet 
Centres Observatory, held in France.

MAGDUS 2010

Best Project The project Honfleur The Style Outlets, with 18,000 m² of GLA and 100 
shops, which NEINVER is codeveloping with MAB Development, won 
the MAGDUS 2010 award as Best Project in the European category.

MAGDUS 2010

Best Promotion Activity NEINVER won the Best Promotion Activity prize at the 2010 MAGDUS 
Awards for The Style Outlets, which unifies the centres NEINVER mana-
ges in Europe under a single brand: its centres in Germany, France, Italy 
and Portugal, and soon all those in Spain and Poland.

MAGDUS 2010

Best Professional Career The business magazine Capital presented NEINVER Chairman Jose 
María Losantos with the award for Best Professional Career. 

CAPITAL 
magazine

2011
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2. Financial results 

The NEINVER Group has kept its business structure based on the deve-
lopment and management of property assets. The Group’s profit after tax 
totalled €21.3 million in 2010, while in 2011 it recorded a loss of €62 million 
due to issuing an extraordinary allowance for the portfolio of land. 
Property management has been one of the main business lines that has 

been bolstered. Income from rentals, asset management and fund manage-
ment rose to €48.5 million in 2011. Management fees from asset manage-
ment and the investment fund as well as other income, accounted for 27% 
of net sales on 31 December 2011, up from 13% in 2010.

State of the market

Income 2010 % 2011 %

Total volume Recurring income 52,634,000 33.88% 48,509,000 49.00%
     Rentals 33,559,000 21.60% 21,851,000 22.07%
     Asset management 8,880,000 5.72% 10,160,000 10.26%
     Fund management 5,983,000 3.85% 6,715,000 6.78%
     Other income  4,212,000 2.71% 9,783,000 9.88%

Total volume Non-recurring income 102,729,000 66.12% 50,495,000 51.00%

TOTAL VOLUME INCOME 155,363,000 100.00% 99,004,000 100.00%

Expenses 2010 % 2011 %

Rentals 8,705,000 8.20% 4,928,000 6.56%
Staff 16,453,000 15.50% 19,693,000 26.22%
External services 18,360,000 17.29% 16,648,000 22.17%
Cost of Sales 62,663,000 59.02% 33,829,000 45.05%

TOTAL VOLUME EXPENSES 106,181,000 100.00% 75,098,000 100.00%

EBITDA 49,182,000 23,906,000
Financial expenses 15,337,000  16,325,000

Amortisation and provisions 8,131,000  69,620,000

 
RESULTS BEFORE TAXES 25,714,000 -62,039,000
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The NEINVER Group’s gross debt went from €540 million in 2010 to €553 
million at the close of 2011, an increase of just 2%. 
On one hand, these figures reflect an increase in project-related debt, which 
rose from €390 million in 2010 to €441 million in 2011, mainly from finan-
cing the construction of the Krakow, Coruña and Roppenheim properties. 

On the other hand, it reflects a reduction of syndicated debt. By 31 De-
cember 2011, syndicated debt was €112 million, down 25% from the 
previous year (€151 million in 2010). The NEINVER Group is thus conti-
nuing its policy of reducing debts not specifically related to financing its 
development projects. 
The Group’s net debt rose from €428 million in 2010 to €524 million at the 
close of 2011.

Changes in debt

Graph of changes in debt

Our financing operations are at the core of NEINVER’s business 
process, and an essential part of the company’s value chain. To 
that end, the management of the NEINVER Group’s Finance de-
partment is working to implement a policy based on principles of: 

• Effectiveness: Promoting and defining economic and financial pa-
rameters to aid proper project selection, monitoring and tracking.

• Efficiency: Optimising financial costs and minimising risk exposure.

• Solvency: Maintaining efficient leverage and reducing non-pro-
perty-related debt.

• Partnership: Understanding financial institutions as partners in 
our projects, as are the investors, brands and shoppers. This is a 
distinguishing trait for obtaining new business opportunities and 
fostering the company’s growth.

• Creativity: Being able to propose alternative sources of financing 
while optimising the existing ones in a changing, increasingly reti-
cent financial environment.

2009 2010 2011

505 524

428
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In such a convulsed market, what people 
care about most is short-term results. 
NEINVER has successfully managed this 
moment while maintaining a medium- 
and long-term vision. Our shareholders 
expect that of us, as do our investors, 
clients, brands, shoppers, financial 
institutions and, more importantly, our 
employees. It is my responsibility to 
contribute to an economically and 
financially realistic and sustainable 
business model, a solid, ongoing project 
designed to contribute value to everyone.

Carlos Gonzalez

Chief Financial Officer
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3. Property development

Since its founding, NEINVER has been defined by its comprehensive vision 
of the property business. The company has been able to effectively com-
bine and manage every phase of the property cycle, from initial design to 
seeking sales options in the marketplace.  

Also, in the property development phase, NEINVER integrates all stages of 
the value chain. The company’s work thus begins with identifying opportu-
nities in the best locations and with analysing their viability, which ensures a 
steady stream of projects under consideration or already in the portfolio, for 
subsequent promotion and development.

Integrated approach

1.  Identifying projects through ongoing assessment of new 
investment opportunities in the European countries where it 
does business.

2. Feasibility study: Business plan for the project, considering 
the key aspects of each investment.

3. Acquisition or Development of the property based on spe-
cific local needs.

4. Full financing of both development and the subsequent in-
vestment.
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3.1- Properties up and running 

Country Property Year GLA in m2

Italy Vicolungo Phase III 2.010 3,934

Germany Zweibrücken Phase IV 2.010 4,561

Poland Futura Krakow 2.011 22,506

Poland FACTORY Krakow 2.011 27,414

Portugal Bricor Vila do Conde 2.011 14,932

Spain Coruña The Style Outlets 2.011 26,714

100,061TOTAL NEWLY OPENED IN 2010-2011

The dynamic nature of the NEINVER Group’s property development operations is a vital part of its growth stra-
tegy. In 2010 and 2011, NEINVER opened 6 properties for business, for a total of 100,061 m² of GBA:

The Development department is rigorous 
in estimating each project’s budget and 
duration. The projects completed in 2010 
and 2011 came in 2.5% under budget, for 
a savings of €8.8 million. As for the pro-
jects’ duration, 100% came in on time, an 
improvement over the previous year.

Development quality  

Changes in the budgeting ratio 

2009

2010

2011

0.5%

-2% -2.5%
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Zweibrücken The Style Outlets
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TOTAL UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Poland FACTORY Annopol Outlet centre 2013 26,419

Poland FACTORY Ursus Outlet centre 2014 15,900

Spain BRICOR San Sebastián de los Reyes Retail warehouse 2012 31,428

Spain AMPER Offices 2013 10,620

Spain Levante District Waterfront Retail 2014 65,080

Spain Expansion and renovation of FACTORY Sevilla Outlet centre 2012 800

Portugal ALGARVE Outlet centre 2013 24,221

Italy TSO Castel Guelfo Phase III Outlet centre 2013 2,000

France HONFLEUR Outlet centre 2013 46,511

France BELLEGARDE Outlet centre 2014 21,500

3.2- Portfolio properties

Besides these recently opened properties, NEINVER’s portfolio includes 13 that will open in the next 3 years for a total of 423,357 m² of GBA. On 31 December 
2011, about 42% of these were already under construction.

Country Property Type Year GBA in m2

Poland SHOPPING CENTER- Galeria Katowice Retail 2013 124,546

Poland RAILWAY STATION - Katowice Infrastructure 2013 5,778

Poland BUS STATION- Katowice Infrastructure 2013 7,605

Poland TUNNEL- Katowice Infrastructure 2013 3,677

Spain LOOMIS Industrial 2012 8,196

France ROPPENHEIM The Style Outlets Outlet centre 2012 29,079

TOTAL PROJECTS PENDING
TOTAL

 244,476
423,357

 178,881(46.7%)

(53.3%)
(100%)
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Geographical distribution 

Most of the portfolio properties involve the development of outlet or retail as-
sets, which represent more than 90% of the portfolio. Of particular note are 
Honfleur The Style Outlets and Roppenheim The Style Outlets in the French 
market, and the construction of Galeria Katowicka in Poland.

As for the geographical distribution of the portfolio properties, it is worth men-
tioning the two major multi-use projects in Poland, with a combined total of 
183,922 sq.m. of GBA.

Distribution by type

423.357 sq.m. GBA

TOTAL

423.357 sq.m. GBA

TOTAL

SPAIN
27,5%

FRANCE
23%

POLAND

PORTUGAL

43%

0,5%
ITALY

6%

RETAIL
52%

OUTLET
CENTERS

40%

INDUSTRIAL
6%2%

OFFICES
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3.3- Project identification and analysis

Besides developing assets, NEINVER is constantly assessing new investment 
opportunities and conducts numerous studies that show and ensure the via-
bility of the projects identified. 

The NEINVER technical team has studied 62 new projects, generating a total 
of 256 reports. These show the exhaustive analysis that NEINVER performed 
on each project to be developed, and make it possible to ensure the success 
of its operations.

These 62 projects represent analysis of a total of 1,187,149 sq.m. of GBA. 
One notable example is Germany, where projects totalling more than 325,000 
sq.m. of GBA were considered, accounting for 27% of the total square metres 
of GBA analysed.

The types of projects considered include outlet centres, which represent 76% 
of the total with 902,685 sq.m. of GBA.

sq.m. of GBA considered in each country Projects considered, broken down by type and sq.m.

Outlet centers: 902.685 sq.m.

Retail: 167.375 sq.m.

Industrial: 117.090 sq.m.

74%
OUTLET
CENTERS

76%

RETAIL

14%
INDUSTRIAL
10%

1.187.149 sq.m.GBA

TOTAL

1.187.149 sq.m.

TOTAL
36%

Spain

2%
Italy

8%

Poland

8%

Portugal

27%

Germany

15%

France

2%
Netherlands

2%
Hungary
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 Roppenheim The Style Outlets
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4. Leasing and marketing

NEINVER currently manages the leasing and re-leasing of more than 
1,500 shop locations in 6 European countries, with a portfolio of more 
than 800 shop operators.
NEINVER’s sales team signed 320 leases in 2010 for a total of 78,298 

sq.m. and 397 new leases in 2011 for a total of 72,367 sq.m.. If we consi-
der the 243 leases signed in 2009 (for 66,398 sq.m.), the sales team has 
achieved a 15% average growth rate for signed units in the last 5 years.

Changes in number of leases Changes in sq.m. leased 

07
m2

m2

2006 2006

207

251

282

243

53.307 sq.m.

86.890 sq.m.

63.493 sq.m.

66.398 sq.m.

72.367 sq.m.

78.298 sq.m.
320

397

2007 20072008 20082009 20092010 20102011 2011
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The sales team (currently comprising 17 professionals throughout Europe) 
has a mixed structure (corporate and country-level) that fosters the deve-
lopment of synergies with shop operators and comprehensive leasing rela-
tionships. NEINVER offers its shop operators the chance to do business in 

6 European countries and more than 20 locations. As a result, about 37% 
of the operators are now present in more than one location managed by the 
NEINVER Group.   

Local teams supporting the shop operators

Sq.m. marketed in 2011, by country   

72.367 sq.m. GBA

TOTAL

Number of leases signed in 2011, by country   

397
TOTAL

FRANCE GERMANY

FRANCEGERMANY

25 3.875
6.73122

PORTUGAL PORTUGAL

ITALY

SPAIN

POLAND
POLAND

SPAIN

ITALY

27 4.423

8.073

12.726

214 36.538

72

37
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We have significantly improved 
the mix of shops in our centres 
by adding new brands to our 
portfolio and reaching global 
corporate agreements with top 
international brands to bring 
them into all of our outlet centres.

Jorge Sánchez
Retail Corporate Director
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Quality leasing

Besides expansion in the volume of leasing, there has been a notable rise in the 
quality of the brands represented in the centres’ mix of shops. The portfolio has been 
enriched extraordinarily by adding new major brands highly valued by shoppers.
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NEINVER has grown into one of Europe’s leading retail property com-
panies. It has been recognised as the second-largest operator of 
outlet centres in Europe, thanks to its presence in 6 countries. Being 
a market leader has required NEINVER to work even harder to beco-
me ever better, not only quantitatively but also qualitatively, through 
new ideas that distinguish it from the competition based on its range 
of products and services and shoppers’ experiences in the centres.
 
In 2010, NEINVER undertook a strategic rethinking of its outlet con-
cept, with the goal of exploring new solutions that would let it remain 
an international benchmark company by responding to new needs 
in the market. The outcome of this rethinking process was to evolve 
NEINVER’s centres towards solutions of greater value to shoppers, 
with a common denominator: improving the shopping experience 
through a better range of products and services. 

NEINVER committed itself to creating an European platform under 
which all its centres would operate. The Style Outlets brand is now 
present in Italy, Germany, Portugal, Spain and France. 

The Style Outlets: Creating a platform of outlet centres

Industry
Strengthen our 

leadership through 
more modern, inno-
vative positioning.

Shop operators
Improve satisfaction 
among current shop 
operators and attract 

new brands by 
improving the mix 

of shops.

Shoppers
Increase the foot 
traffic, conversion 

rates and customer 
loyalty through a 
better shopping 

experience.

 Investors
Increase the 

assets’ value and 
the centres’ 

performance.

360° 
approach
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Pursuing excellence through 
a 360° approach    
  
NEINVER’s challenge is to 
bring consistency to all its 
outlet centres, not just 
through a single brand but 
also a single outstanding, 
uniform shopping experience. 
The new brand identity of 
NEINVER’s outlet centres will 
be built with a 360° approach 
through the improvement, 
unification and alignment 
of all aspects impacting the 
centre: from the architectu-
re, design, range of products, 
and additional services to 
the marketing and commu-
nication strategy.

Playground in Coruña The Style Outlets
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5. Asset management

Asset management work is a key factor in NEINVER’s current and future strategy. Its goal is to bring added value to property management: greater profitability, 
optimisation of resources, energy efficiency, cost savings and increased customer satisfaction. The NEINVER Group does this through specialised local teams 
with more than ten years of international experience. 

NEINVER continues to be a benchmark in the property management sec-
tor. On 31 December 2011, the NEINVER Group manages 30 properties 
owned by the Group or by third parties, for industrial, office and retail use 
with a total area of more than 590,000 sq.m. (13.5% higher than the area 
managed in 2010). 

Of the 590,000 sq.m. of GLA managed in 2011,39.1% are the Group’s own 
assets (down from 39.3% in 2009) while the remaining 71.9% are assets 
belonging to third parties (up from 60.7% in 2009). 

Changes in the assets managed 

Changes in the sq.m. of GLA managed by NEINVER sq.m. managed by owner 

2008

3
15

,0
0

0

4
5

0
,0

0
0

5
2

0
,0

0
0

5
9

0
,0

0
0

2009 2010 2011 NEINVER

28%

72%

OTHERS
590.000 sq.m. GBA

TOTAL
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Geographical distribution Breakdown by business use 

Thanks to the company’s expansion strategy in Europe, the assets ma-
naged by NEINVER are now spread over 5 countries. NEINVER manages 
assets in Spain, Germany, Portugal, Italy and Poland, including Outlet Cen-
tres, Shopping Centres, Retail-Warehouse Parks, and Offices. The assets 
managed in Spain account for a large percentage of the 590,000 sq.m. of 
GLA, though their prominence decreases gradually as NEINVER expands 
into other countries. Spain accounted for 55% of GLA in 2010 and just 
51% in 2011.

At the same time, a large portion of NEINVER’s business comes from its 
speciality in managing retail centres. Managing outlet centres and shop-
ping centres contributes more than 431,000 sq.m. of GLA, representing 
73% of the total. 

sq.m. of GLA managed sq.m. managed by activity 

Spain

286,130

254,889

300,744 304,310

Outlet Centres

58,444 58,444

Italy

106,154
126,938

Retail

118,084

158,747

Poland

144,030 144,030

Industrial

28,753
43,681

Portugal

14,838 14,838

Offices

28,500 28,500

Germany

2010

519,911 sq.m.

2011

590,116 sq.m.
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Quality management: improving the assets’ value

NEINVER’s excellent property management is reflected in its ability to increase the volu-
me of activity and the turnover in the assets it manages. 
Specifically, the quality of management in the retail centres is reflected in their increased 
profitability. This progress shows in the business’s key indicators such as volume of foot 
traffic, sales, sales/sq.m. and gross income. In 2010 and 2011, NEINVER’s management 
generated considerable average increases throughout its retail asset portfolio.

Foot traffic Sales Sales/sq.m. Variation in 

NEINVER 

10%

14%

5%
4%

Variation in NEINVER portfolio KPIs, 2011 vs 2010   

Interior view of FACTORY San Sebastián de los Reyes
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Reducing energy consumption 
and emissions is a must in today’s 

business world. For us, however, sus-
tainability means more than just being 

ecologically responsible. From our 
perspective, sustainability includes 

open, transparent and reliable part-
nerships with our employees, part-

ners, tenants and service providers. 
On this basis, we have successfully 

realised the fourth expansion of Zwei-
brücken The Style Outlets and achie-
ved a new footfall record with a more 
than 25% increase in visitors in 2011.

Sebastian Sommer
Country Manager, NEINVER Germany
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6. Fund Management 

NEINVER’s experience as a developer, lessor and manager of retail and 
outlet centres is a value greatly appreciated by international developers 
and investors, who see NEINVER as a strategic partner for developing or 
acquiring new properties in Europe. This has allowed NEINVER to enter 
new markets quickly and effectively, thus strengthening its internationali-
sation strategy. 
In 2010 and 2011, besides maintaining its participation in the IRUS Fund, 
NEINVER signed strategic alliances with major financial partners to reinforce 
its leadership in the European retail market. The most important achieve-
ments in this two-year period have been:

1. Full investment of the IRUS Fund.

2. Sale of 75% of Galeria Malta to Heitman European Property 
Partners while retaining management of the centre.

3. Strategic alliance with MAB Development.

4. Alliance with Meyer Bergman to develop together outlet centres 
in France and Germany.

In 2007 NEINVER launched IRUS European Property Fund, a private European property investment fund, with a total equity commitment of €480 million from 
European institutional investors. IRUS Fund’s investment strategy has focused on acquiring outlet centres and retail parks in Europe.
The IRUS Fund’s commitment period ended in 2011, during which the fund met the challenge of investing 100% of the committed sums. 
In this final 2010-2011 phase, the investment strategy carried out by the IRUS Fund proactively improved its geographical risk, shifting the distribution by 
country which originally was concentrated in Spain, Portugal and Poland. Thus new assets have been added in Germany and Italy:

6.1. Full development of the IRUS Fund

Country Centre Type sq.m. Year

Germany Zweibrücken Phase IV Developed by the fund 4,480 2010

Portugal Vila do Conde Phase II Purchased 16,090 2010

Portugal Bricor Purchased 14,928 2011

Italy Vicolungo Expansion Phase III Purchased 3,780 2011
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Through these transactions, the Fund now manages 13 assets in 5 countries, with a total of 277,595 sq.m. of GLA and a combined value of more 
than €1,056,160,000. With the end of the commitment period, the fund is entering a new era of consolidation. The challenge for the coming years 
is to manage the assets in its portfolio in a way that bolsters their value for when the 10-year fund expires in 2017, while ensuring its investors the 
returns it has committed to achieve.

Nº of Outlet Centres 11
Nº of Stand-Alone Retail Boxes 1
Nº of Retail Parks 1
Total Number of Assets 13 (held by 16 vehicles)
Total GLA 277,595 sq.m.
GLA average occupancy 98 %
Total Value DTZ December 2010 € 1,056,160,000

Zweibrücken The Style 
Outlets (Germany)
GLA: 28,300 sq.m.

Castel Guelfo The 
Style Outlets (Italy)
GLA: 22,890 sq.m.

Wroclaw Futura Park
(Poland)
GLA: 20,210 sq.m.

FACTORY Warsaw 
Ursus (Poland)
GLA: 13,450 sq.m.

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

FACTORY Madrid 
Getafe (Spain)
GLA: 21,087 sq.m.

FACTORY Madrid
Las Rozas (Spain)
GLA: 9,550 sq.m.

FACTORY Sevilla 
Aeropuerto (Spain)
GLA: 15,260 sq.m.

FACTORY Madrid 
S. Sebastián de los 
Reyes (Spain)
GLA: 38,300 sq.m.

Vicolungo The Style 
Outlets (Italy)
GLA: 35,420 sq.m.

FACTORY Wroclaw
(Poland)
GLA: 15,620 sq.m.

FACTORY Lubon
(Poland)
GLA: 14,730 sq.m.

SPAIN

PORTUGAL

FRANCE

GERMANY POLAND

ITALY

  Key Portfolio Statistics

Vila do Conde The 
Style Outlets (Portugal)
GLA: 28,750 sq.m.

Stand alone Vila do 
Conde The Style Outlets 
(Portugal)
GLA: 14,928 sq.m.
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IRUS European Retail Property Fund 
has now reached its full  investment 

capacity: we have invested €480 
million on the agreed time schedu-

le with investors and we are now 
managing in excess of €1 billion 

of gross asset value. The fund has 
delivered sustainable rental growth 

from inception which has enabled 
investors to receive a cumulative 

dividend on equity in excess of 14% 
during the first 4 years. 

Looking ahead, NEINVER will 
continue to consolidate its position 

as leading player in the European 
Outlet market and to deliver this, we 

are aiming to capture additional 
capital from our existing pool and 

new investors.

Ben Alogo
Director of IRUS Fund
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The IRUS Fund’s asset management has shown positive results despite the 
economic crisis. In 2011, the fund showed continuous annual growth through 
increases in 4 of the business’s key indicators: visitors, sales, sales per square 
metre and gross income. The fund’s assets have maintained a high occupancy 
rate and ended 2011 with 98% occupancy.

Thanks to these indicators, the assets in the IRUS portfolio have increa-
sed their market value by 6% over the acquisition price. Given the Euro-
pean economic situation, this achievement shows the assets’ long-term 
quality and their growth potential. 

The success of the fund

We perceive NEINVER as being one of the market leaders in the outlet sector in Europe. This is borne out 
in the performance they deliver to investors. Furthermore, NEINVER operates in a transparent, open and 
fair way. It’s this combination of delivering performance, and transparent philosophy, which makes them 
an appealing partner for investors.

Ben Brandon-King
Aberdeen Property Multi Manager 

Variation in IRUS portfolio KPIs, 2011 vs 2010 Increase in the value of portfolio assets 

Foot traffic Sales Sales/sq.m. Variation in 
NEINVER

7%

11%

9%

6%

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

5%

10%

0.4%

17%

2%

AVERAGE

6%
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6.2. Sale of Galeria Malta  

6.3. Strategic alliance with MAB Development

6.4. Alliance with Meyer Bergman for development of the project in Katowice

To consolidate its strategic alliance strategy, in 2010 NEINVER sold a 75% interest in the Galeria Malta shopping centre in Poznan, Poland. This asset 
(with more than 54,000 sq.m. of GLA) was sold to Heitman European Property Partners, a multinational property investment management company. 

In this transaction, NEINVER has retained management of the asset and 25% ownership, which ensures its connection to the centre and guarantees an 
ongoing effort by both parties to continue to increase its value in the coming years. In 2011 an improvement plan was also implemented in the centre, 
generating optimal results with a 25% increase in foot traffic.

In 2010, NEINVER and MAB Development signed a joint-venture agreement to collaborate on developing outlet centres in France and Germany. Through 
this joint venture, MAB Development and NEINVER are committed to investing some €350 million in the French market in the next 5 years.

Combining NEINVER’s know-how in developing and managing outlet centres with MAB’s experience in the French and German markets has resulted in 
a powerful alliance. This partnership will come to fruition this year, in 2012, with the opening of Roppenheim The Style Outlets. The centre will be home 
to 107 shops totalling 27,280 sq.m. of GLA, with 50,000 sq.m. of lakeside green spaces. 

In 2010 NEINVER and Meyer Bergman (a property investment company) signed a joint venture agreement to develop a retail property and revitalise the 
railway station in the city of Katowice. The agreement makes it possible to carry out one of Poland’s most prominent development projects, scheduled 
to open in 2012. The project consists of a 47,000 sq.m. shopping centre and the rebuilding of a train station that serves 20 million passengers a year.
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Consolidating our strong inter-
national presence in Europe by 
becoming a respected player in 
France was one of NEINVER’s main 
objectives; we have thus developed a 
joint-venture with our partner, MAB 
Development. Thanks to this collabora-
tion, both companies share experience 
and create synergies in order to 
develop best-in-class projects. 
Roppenheim The Style Outlets, which 
will open in spring 2012, is the result 
of this strong partnership strategy.

Mayte Legeay
Country Manager, NEINVER France
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Social performance

The NEINVER Group is constantly reinforcing its commitment to all its stakeholders. Employees, clients, sharehol-
ders, key figures in the property industry, as well as institutions and society as a whole contribute to and share in 
the generation of value and wealth in this solid business undertaking.
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Today, the NEINVER Group consists of 275 professionals spread over 6 
European countries. In 2010 and 2011, the team was bolstered through 
the addition of 23 new professionals, which shows the NEINVER Group’s 
sustained growth, overcoming the difficulties in the economic context. 

This expansion includes the addition of a team of 11 people in Poland to 
manage the development and leasing of 2 new outlet centres – FACTORY 

Krakow and FACTORY Annopol – and the large project in Katowice. 
And in keeping with the business’s international diversification strategy, 
NEINVER is creating local teams that can strengthen its projects’ distinc-
tive values, with ongoing support from a global corporate platform that 
defines Group policy, fosters synergies and transfers knowledge to each 
new geographical area. 

Commitment to quality job creation

Human capital is the NEINVER Group’s most relevant business success factor. The rigour and commitment of its workers has allowed the company 
to carry out its international growth and expansion strategy successfully.

1. Human Resources

Social Performance

2008

2009

2010

2011

124 19 50 10

124 24 59 11 12

12 15 5

13 17 7

24 66

25 77

France

Portugal

Germany

Italy

Poland

Spain

130

136 275

252

230

203

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL
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The gender breakdown of NEINVER employees shows that 62% of personnel are women. However, when we break the numbers down by job category, we 
see that just 6% of the women occupy management positions, as compared to 28% of the men.

The company’s low staff turnover rates (averaging 4.93% in 2011) show the high degree of employee engagement at NEINVER, which, in turn, works every 
day to improve the engagement of its staff. New management policies, talent retention programmes and job security policies (90% of employment contracts 
are open ended) show NEINVER’s commitment to quality employment.

Gender breakdown of NEINVER personnel  2010 Gender breakdown of NEINVER personnel  2011

FEMALE
62%

MALE
38%

FEMALE
62%

MALE
38%

Management 
Male

Management 
Male

28

Employees
Male

Employees
Male

67

Management 
Female

Management 
Female

8

Employees
Female

Employees
Female

149

29

75

10

161
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In 2010 and 2011, NEINVER worked, under its new management, on improving the organisation, policies and processes in the Human Resources de-
partment, to help meet business challenges by attracting the best talent to the company. 

Given the Group’s expansion strategy, creating uniform policies and consistent HR management has become a high priority. In 2010 and 2011, the 
company’s achievements in this area included:

Priorities and initiatives

1.1- Organisation and Management

Initiative Achievement

Publication of the Group’s 
organisation chart 

Greater organisational transparency and clarification among the Group’s various units: corporate, 
country level, and business units. The published organisation chart revises the structures in every 
part of the company to attain organisational and hierarchical equity.

Evaluating the job map Following the work done in 2009 to define a job map, a step forward has been taken in evaluating 
positions, giving the company a tool for assigning organisational levels and applying compensation 
policies objectively.

Intranet as a management tool Expanding the functionality of the corporate intranet to provide employees with better internal com-
munications and service. Since 2010, administrative processes have been streamlined and in 2012 
employees will be able to manage their holidays and leave online, reducing paper consumption.

Defining the HR control panel Better monitoring and management since the tool gives a quick, intuitive way to check the status of 
the most relevant HR indicators in the various countries, thus facilitating decision making.
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Managing human capital is a priority for NEINVER. Attracting and retaining high-potential employees and improving work productivity are a strategic matter 
in a context of strong international competition. To address this, investment in training is vital for developing the company’s employees and boosting its 
productivity.

1.2- Proffesional development

Initiative Achievement

Improving and assessing the 
training plan

Centralising the Training Plan has helped streamline the process of requesting and approving trai-
ning activities, while ensuring their evaluation and monitoring. Similarly, the assessment of suppliers 
has helped maximise the resources invested in training based on quality and price.

Implementing a Performance 
Assessment tool

The tool unifies personnel management criteria and represents an advance in internal equity during 
evaluation and promotion processes. This tool, based on management by objectives, strengthens 
the link between each job position and the Group’s objectives. At the same time, it focuses on 
ways to work on each employee’s areas needing improvement.

Creating the Talent Management 
Programme

The programme has two objectives: identify talent within the company and support the internal 
succession plan. In 2011, work was done to develop the talent map, to have an overview of people 
who are key to the company’s future and, later, based on screening criteria, people were selected 
to participate in the programme: 20% of personnel, mostly pre-senior managers who will fuel the 
succession process.
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In 2011, NEINVER invested a 
total of €232,000: 44% more 
than in 2010. That investment 
benefited 341 participants in 
training courses, who comple-
ted a total of 14,000 hours of 
training. 

Changes in training investment 

Hours of training People trained

2008

80,000
90,000

161,182

232,316

20102009 2011

2008

3.565
3.695

4.685

14.028

2009 2010

2011

2008

203

223

277

341

2009 2010 2011
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The compensation policy is yet another tool for attracting and retaining talent. The focus during this period has been on developing compensation policies 
based on principles of objectivity and equity.

1.3- Compensation and benefits policy

Initiative Achievement

Compensation analysis of the Group Evaluation of the jobs in the company gave NEINVER the chance to participate in the HAY market 
study on compensation. The results indicated that, generally speaking, the company’s compensa-
tion model is successful, since it offers external competitiveness and internal equity by countries. At 
the same time, this analysis helped identify irregular cases of inequity and allowed the creation of the 
specific plan for creating internal balance.

Defining a policy on company 
vehicles.

Structuring and establishing consistent practices based on the person’s level of responsibility in the 
organisation. 

Long-term compensation policy Bolstering the commitment, engagement and stability of the management team. Besides the perso-
nal annual incentive bonuses, a retention programme has been established which takes effect after 
3 years and is tied to business objectives. 
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Participation in Trade Shows and Conferences

Name Category Place/Year

GRI Global Real Estate Institute World Summit London, 2010

EXPOREAL International property trade fair Frankfurt, 2010.

MIPIM International property show Cannes, 2010-2011

MAPIC International retail property exhibition Cannes, 2010-2011.

SIEC National retail property trade show - France. Paris, 2010-2011.

MAGDUS International outlet industry trade show Troyes, 2010.

FM&BS National Facility Management & Business Services conference - Spain. Barcelona, 2011

FITUR International tourism fair Madrid, 2010-2011.

ECC European Economic Congress Katowice, 2011.

2. Industry and institutional relations

As a leading benchmark company in the European retail property industry, NEINVER plays an important role in developing the industry. In 2010 and 2011, 
NEINVER was an active member of multiple trade associations and participated in highly prestigious trade shows and conferences to broaden its network of 
contacts and its knowledge.

NEINVER is now a benchmark player in the European property sector. One proof of this leadership is the company’s active participation in the industry’s most 
prestigious, important trade shows internationally in the areas of Development, Asset Management and Fund Management.
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Name Year joined

AECC Spanish Association of Shopping Centres (Juror at 2010 Conference) 2000

MAGDUS European FACTORY Outlet Centres Observatory  2006

INREV European Association for Investors in Non-listed Real Estate Vehicles 2010

ICSC International Council of Shopping Centers (Member of the ICSC European Committee) 2006

SIEC French National Council of Shopping Centres 2010

PERE Private Equity Real Estate 2010

IFMA International Facility Management Association 2008

SEFM  Spanish Facilities Management Society 2008

EUROFM European Facility Management Network 2008

GET 19 Spanish Technical Committee for the Standardisation of Facilities Management in the EU 2008

AEM Spanish Maintenance Association 2008

NEINVER is an active member of trade and industry associations that are highly respected in the European property sector. Its involvement in these knowled-
ge forums allows the company, its employees and management to learn and update their knowledge while contributing to the development of the profession 
and the industry. Among the most important of these organisations are those related with the outlet industry, retail property, property investment and facilities 
management.

Associations  
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Presentations and Conferences 

Conference Name of Presentation Year

European Economic
Congress 2011

The real estate market in Central and Eastern Europe Katowice, 2011

Switch to Green FACTORY Warszawa Annopol and the Breeam certification Poland, 2011

Unidad editorial: Facility 
Management meeting

The Importance of facilities management Madrid, 2011

College of Architecture 
of Madrid 

Sustainable architecture: the BREEAM certificate Madrid, 2011

12th Conference of Shopping 
Centres

The operation of shopping centres Madrid, 2011

AECC - Monthly meetings Retail trends Madrid, 2011

12th Conference of Shopping 
Centres 

New times, new opportunities Bilbao, 2011

Shopping Center Forum Polish retail market trends Poland, 2010

Shopping Center Business
Forum and Fairs 

Katowice conurbation ratail market condition and prospects Poland, 2011

Polish Council of Shopping Centres: 
Retail Horizon Conferences

The impact of Galeria Katowicka shopping center on the city center 
of Katowice

Katowice, 2011
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Conference Name of Presentation Year

12th Conference of 
Shopping Centres Outlet centres as a business model Madrid, 2010

EXPOREAL Germany outlet market posibilities Frankfurt, 2010

ICSC Outlets Conferences: 
Why brands love outlets? Planned projects

Thecnology and transparency Milan, 2010

Let’s the fund begin!

ICSC Outlets Conferences: 
Why Brands Love Outlets

Opening address: Trends in outlet shoppers

Planned projects runway: ROPPENHEIM

Marketing experience Milan, 2011

Intereconomía conferences Development strategy for outlet centres in Europe Madrid,  2010 

PERE Ireland, Spain, Italy: To cold to touch?  Londres, 2010

Fund Raising: Opportunities

GRI World Summit Mediterranean market situtation Londres, 2010

2nd Inmofondos Conference, 2011 The strategy of specialisation Madrid, 2011
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3. Quality of products and services

As a benchmark company in the European retail property industry, the qua-
lity of products and the service offered to brands and shoppers is a priority 
for NEINVER. 
In 2010 and 2011, the standardisation of processes and introduction of 
new property management systems was complemented with projects fo-

cused on customer satisfaction. Thus NEINVER concentrated its efforts on 
a project of continual improvement and homogenisation of its network of 
outlet centres in Europe to improve competitiveness, as well as plans to 
acquire ISO certifications for Quality, Environment, and Occupational Health 
& Safety.

In 2010, NEINVER worked to define a Strategic Plan for its outlet centres. 
The objective: respond to new trends and needs among shoppers and 
provide its investors and shop operators with new solutions and impro-
vements that boost the quality and profitability of all its outlet centres 
throughout Europe. 

The process had participation by more than 30 employees, managers of 
the major areas of the company, in charge of the design, development, 
management and leasing of the outlet centres. The result: a 5-year plan 
for improving and standardising the centres, detailing new solutions to be 

applied in the 3 most important areas of the business:

1. Architecture: interior and exterior design, signage and ambience.
2. The range of products and the new services for shoppers and shop 

operators.
3. Marketing and communication strategy to unify the brand.

The main solutions include creating a single European platform of centres 
under The Style Outlets brand.

3.1. Improving and standardising the outlet centres

3.1.1. Strategic plan for improving the competitiveness of its outlet centres
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The launch of Coruña The Style Out-
lets in Culleredo was the biggest thing 
to happen in our town in years. On 
one hand, it is noteworthy for its large 
economic and social impact, genera-
ting more than 150 jobs. On the other, 
it brings us a new type of business 
that complements the existing retail 
options, attracting people from other 
parts of Galicia and generating major 
synergies with other sectors, such as 
the hospitality industry.

Julio Sacristán de Diego 

Mayor of Culleredo 

Coruña The Style Outlets
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Communication and dialogue with all the company’s groups of stakehol-
ders is another activity bolstered within the Group last year. Improving 
quality involves learning about and responding to the needs of the inter-
ested groups. To that end, initiatives such as the Strategic Plan for Outlet 
Centres underwent a process of review and external validation. A selec-

tion of 50 brands, shop managers and shoppers validated and prioritised 
the proposed solutions while including their assessment and views. 
This led to development of a plan aligned and consistent with the stake-
holders’ needs. A plan that rejects solutions with low acceptance and 
maximises the likelihood of success during implementation of the strategy.

As part of its plan to improve its centres, NEINVER is systematically assessing the level of quality in its outlet centres based on the defined standards. 

3.1.2. Dialogue with stakeholders  

3.1.3. Assessing satisfaction and quality

In 2010 NEINVER instituted an annual customer satisfaction survey (ai-
med at both shop operators and visitors) in all its outlet centres in Europe. 
The objective: systematically analyse its customers’ degree of satisfac-
tion with the quality of service offered. Notably in Spain, a total of 2,800 
visitors were interviewed at all 4 centres to analyse their level of satisfac-
tion and gather information about their expectations.

The results of these surveys reflect the efforts that the NEINVER mana-
gement team makes to offer quality products and services to customers. 
Thus in 2010, 89% of visitors declared their intention to visit the centre 
again. The shop operators, in turn, are clearly satisfied with the service they 
have received, which they rated 3.67 out of 5 in 2010 and 3.69 in 2011.

Customer satisfaction surveys

2010 2011

89% 88%

Visitors’ intention to return
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Additionally, in 2011 the Corporate Marketing Department developed 
an in-house method to roll out the Mystery Shopper technique at all 
NEINVER’s outlet centres. The tool establishes a single script for asses-
sing the various centres in Europe, based on quality standards defined by 
the company. The ultimate goal is to standardise and ensure quality at all 
The Style Outlets centres.

The tool collects and prioritises the parameters to evaluate in order to 
create a unified assessment process. Its implementation from 2012-2013 
will give the Group yearly data on the state of each outlet centre and will 
help identify the aspects that need improvement. 

 Mystery Shopper 

FACTORY Las Rozas

Customer satisfaction index (about 5)

2010 2011

3.67 3.69
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NEINVER’ s Asset Management team is focusing on getting its work processes certified as part of its continual improvement. In 2010 and 2011, as an outcome 
of the company’s commitment to quality, it obtained several internationally recognised certifications including ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001.  

At the same time, NEINVER’s Facilities Management team adhered to the rules and instructions of the RICS (Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors). This 
institution, the world’s largest in the property sector, seeks to guarantee excellence in the industry and ethics in all decisions made by the professionals who 
are members.  

3.2. Management quality standards

Name Process 

ISO 9001: Implementing and certifying a 
Quality Management System. 

NEINVER completed implementation of a quality management system that meets the basic 
requirements of ISO 9001:2008. The scope of this quality system includes the corporate 
headquarters in Alcobendas and the facilities in San Sebastián de los Reyes, Getafe, Las 
Rozas, A Coruña and Seville.

ISO 14001: Implementing and certifying 
the Environmental Management System.

In 2010 and 2011 a certification process took place to make sure the company’s environ-
mental policy was properly defined and communicated to personnel.

OHSAS 18001: Implementing and certi-
fying the Occupational Health And Safety 
Management System. 

An audit based on this standard certified that NEINVER Asset Management has an effective 
occupational safety management system that complies with OHSAS 18001 requirements.

Certifications 
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My BREEAM Assessor tra-
ining marked my profes-
sional baptism into an area 
I’m passionate about: sus-
tainability. BREEAM gave 
me a valuable network of 
contacts among the top 
professionals in the indus-
try, and a new, more holis-
tic way of working. Now I 
try to make sure that any 
project I’m involved with 
is integrated into its local 
surroundings and will last, 
which is the core of sustai-
nability.

Adolfo Fernández

Facility Management Consultant

Exterior view of FACTORY Krakow
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In 2010, NEINVER worked with the economic development agency Ma-
drid Emprende, which aims to foster the competitiveness of entrepre-
neurs from the Greater Madrid Region. The agency focuses on 4 prio-
rities: fostering entrepreneurial talent, supporting innovation in SMEs, 
improving business infrastructures, and promoting foreign investment. 

The NEINVER Group sponsored the “Entrepreneur Day” conference in 
Madrid on 26-27 May, along with Caja Madrid, Ferrovial, Gowex, Aso-
ciación de Vendedores de Profesionales de Prensa, Asociación Española 
de Prensa Gratuita and La Blonda Catering. NEINVER was also at one 
of the 24 stands from the main public and private entities that focus their 
support on new businesspeople.

Madrid Emprende

In 2011, NEINVER partnered with the GEM project (Global Entrepreneurship 
Monitor), an initiative that aims to create an international research network 
about entrepreneurship. Spain joined the GEM project through the Instituto 
de Empresa. The initiative is unprecedented and the project’s current activity 
is making it a benchmark in entrepreneurship research throughout the world. 
The goal of the study is to develop an entrepreneurial activity index in each 
region. The teams in each nation are conducting their own research, but they 
are all following a shared methodology.

NEINVER took part as an expert on the conditions in the economic envi-
ronment of the city of Madrid. Group management participated in the study 
in order to help diagnose the main conditions in the entrepreneurial en-
vironment that the GEM observatory considers critical: financing for entre-
preneurs, public policy, public programmes, entrepreneurial education and 
training, R&D transfer, business and professional infrastructure, opening up 
of the internal market, physical and service infrastructure, and sociocultural 
standards. 

Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 

4. Community outreach  

In 2010 the NEINVER Group launched collaborations with organisations, projects and initiatives that work to promote and assist entrepreneurs in the city 
of Madrid. Supporting human development and the creation of wealth is one of the company’s business priorities, and it strives to convey this in its social 
responsibility programmes. In 2010 and 2011, NEINVER partnered with 2 institutions that support entrepreneurship in Madrid.

4.1. NEINVER and support for entrepreneurs
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The Global Marketing Competition is an international academic com-
petition sponsored by this internationally respected business school. 
Competitors have the chance to make strategic decisions about all 
parts of the organisation, showing theoretical business knowledge lear-
ned in the classroom. The competition is aimed at last-year undergra-
duates, postgraduate students, MBA or doctoral candidates from public 
or private institutions around the world. Corporate participation (through 
in-house teams or by sponsoring the competition) is another form of in-
volvement.

As part of its strategy to support entrepreneurship and training, NEIN-
VER participated in the 2010 and 2011 editions of the Global Marketing 
Competition, with the aim of promoting team building and training deve-
lopment within the company. In 2010, NEINVER sponsored 2 teams: an 
in-house group and a team of students. In the 2011 edition, NEINVER 
maintained its participation through its own team and promoting also the 
Brasilian graduates’ teams.

ESIC - Global Marketing Competition

Participating in sports tournaments 
not only improves our health, it also 
lets us bolster teamwork and cultivate 
personal relationships. Besides, it gi-
ves a chance to relate to companies in 
other industries, allowing exchange of 
experiences and knowledge that can 
help us in our professional develop-
ment.

Manuel Ladrón de Guevara

Technical Corporate Cost Controller

Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 
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Name Type Description

Spanish Red Cross 
(Cruz Roja Española) 

Human rights and health For the past 6 years, the FACTORY centres have been working with this humanitarian 
organisation in its various fundraising initiatives. These include Flag Day, which FACTORY 
Getafe has participated in since 2006 by setting up a Red Cross table in the shopping 
centre to help raise funds from employees and visitors. It also includes the organisation’s 
annual Gold Draw appeal, which the centres FACTORY Getafe and FACTORY Las Rozas 
supported in 2010 and 2011 by donating space for ticket sales.

UNICEF (United 
Nations Children’s 
Fund)

Children The main international organisation working to promote children’s rights and bring about 
real change in the lives of millions of children. All the FACTORY centres in Spain showed 
their support for this organisation in 2010 by donating advertising space on the various 
iWall screens throughout the walkways and plazas. Through this initiative, FACTORY is 
helping to raise awareness of UNICEF and its mission among the centres’ more than 10 
million visitors a year throughout Spain.

SOS Children 
Villages

Children Since its founding in 1997, FACTORY Las Rozas has worked with this private internatio-
nal children’s aid organisation. During the 2010 and 2011 Christmas seasons, FACTORY 
donated a shop location to SOS Children’s Villages so that SOS volunteers could wrap 
FACTORY shoppers’ gifts and thus help the organisation raise funds and sign up members. 
Besides providing this space, FACTORY Las Rozas devoted an information board to SOS 
Children’s Villages to raise awareness of the organisation and its aid work.

Humana 
fundación pueblo 
para el pueblo

Education and development The Spanish affiliate of HUMANA People to People, a non-governmental organisation that 
carries out cooperation projects in African, Latin American and Asian countries to promote 
education and progress. To help carry out these projects, HUMANA runs used-clothing 
appeals with collection bins. FACTORY Las Rozas supported the clothing campaign in 
2010 and 2011. By installing a HUMANA donation bin in the centre, FACTORY Las Rozas 
managed to collect clothes from among the nearly 2 million people who visit it each year.  

4.2. Outlet centres cooperating with nonprofits

SPAIN
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Name Type Description

TAS Foundation Social integration A nonprofit organisation whose main goal is to improve the quality of life of people with 
disabilities. TAS especially works to promote occupational integration programmes and 
volunteerism. 

CARITAS Social integration In 2010 and 2011, FACTORY Sevilla continued its work with the Fundación TAS by dona-
ting space in the shopping centre and supplies so the organisation’s volunteers could wrap 
visitors’ gifts in exchange for a donation at Christmastime.

AGAELA (Galician 
Amyotrophic Late-
ral Sclerosis Asso-
ciation)

Health Each year on Charity Day, FACTORY San Sebastián de los Reyes donates a space to Cá-
ritas to carry out its fundraising and public awareness work in the centre. 

Anti-drug Agency 
of the Madrid re-
gional government

Health In 2011, Coruña The Style Outlets began its relationship with this organisation, which works 
to raise funds for people with this neurodegenerative disease. In June and July, the centre 
hosted a painting exhibition to raise funds for this charity from the centre’s visitors and to 
raise public awareness of this disease.

City of la Rinconada Sport In March 2011, FACTORY San Sebastián de los Reyes supported this organisation by 
hosting the “Drogas o tú” (“Drugs or You”) project at the centre. It was held in a Mobile Unit 
with audiovisual equipment, run by specialised educators. It is a travelling drug prevention 
programme aimed at teenagers, parents and educators. 

SPAIN
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Name Type Description

ANLAIDS 
(Italian National 
AIDS Association)

Health Since its founding in 1985, ANLAIDS has promoted research, organised prevention and 
education campaigns, and trained social workers, health care professionals and volunteers 
in tending and treating this disease. 

AISM 
(National 
Multiple Sclerosis 
Association)

Health In both 2010 and 2011, Vicolungo The Style Outlets worked with this organisation on the 
Bonsai Aid Aids project. The centre provided the organisation with a stand to share infor-
mation about the fight against AIDS and raise funds. Visitors to the centre who gave dona-
tions were given a bonsai as a thank-you gift. The Vicolungo centre also helped publicise 
the programme by advertising it in various media.

BIMBI IN ANT 
(National 
Cancer 
Association)

Health Organisation founded to promote scientific research into multiple sclerosis. In 2010 and 
2011 Vicolungo The Style Outlets donated a stand to AISM to raise awareness about the 
fight against multiple sclerosis and to collect funds from the centre’s visitors. In the first co-
llaboration, as part of the “Apple for Life” project, visitors who made a donation were given 
a bag of apples. The second year, with the Gardenia Project, donors were given a plant. 

SMILE & FRIENDS Health An association founded in 1978 to meet the physical and emotional needs of patients with 
cancer. Its principal projects are related to prevention, training and research. Castel Guelfo 
The Style Outlets worked with the Foundation in 2010 and 2011 by donating space in the 
centre to raise funds for ANT, and specifically for the organisation’s paediatric service. In 
exchange for giving to ANT, visitors to the centre received flowers from volunteers from the 
local office in Castel San Pietro Terme.

ITALY
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Name Type Description

The Great 
Orchestra of 
Christmas Charity 
Foundation

Health This NGO, one of the largest in Poland, aims to work for health protection. Each year the 
foundation picks a fundraising theme. Since 2007, FACTORY Poznan has worked with 
WOSP on Grand Finale day. In 2010 the day was dedicated to oncological diseases. In 
2011, the FACTORY Wroclaw centre also joined the initiative. The goal was to raise funds 
for urological and kidney diseases. On Grand Finale day, the FACTORY centres in Poland 
offer their facilities for major musical events that aim to raise funds from among the thou-
sands of visitors.

St. Andrew the 
Apostle’s Roman 
Catholic Parish

Children This parish aims to collect money to help disadvantaged children in the region. In 2011, 
FACTORY Wroclaw partnered with this church by sponsoring the Parish Festival to raise 
funds so that children could travel on holiday. 

LOSIR - Sports and 
Recreation Center 
in Lubon
ń

Health Each year, the sporting organisation LOSIR in Lubon holds a sporting event in the streets of 
that town to raise public awareness about how important it is for children, youth and adults 
to keep active. The competition occurs during Lubon’s town festival, with 220 participants 
from Lubon and vicinity competing. In 2010 FACTORY Poznan took part in the 5th Lubon 
Race. A 5 km and 10 km race were held in the streets of Lubon, with 8 age-specific cate-
gories. FACTORY Poznan provided the prizes for participants.

POLAND
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Name Type Description

São João Hospital 
in Oporto

Children The Hospital behind the Joãozinho project, whose goal is to build a new paediatric ward in 
the hospital. The €15 million project is meant to raise funds entirely through private finan-
cing. Vila do Conde The Style Outlets worked with the project in 2010 and supplied free 
space in its facilities to help publicise the project among visitors. Yoga classes were held 
and the character of Joãozinho, a child who symbolises the project, was introduced. These 
activities helped spread information about the project among more than 3,000 people.

Rotary Club of 
Vila do Conde

Health A global volunteer organisation made up of business and professional leaders who carry 
out humanitarian service in the communities and promote the development of peace. In 
May 2011, Vila do Conde The Style Outlets partnered with Rotary Club of Vila do Conde 
in a Cholesterol Screening Project intended to check cholesterol levels, body mass index 
and blood pressure for members of the public in an education and prevention scheme. Vila 
do Conde The Style Outlets gave the group a space in the centre’s common areas to offer 
screenings to visitors.

Town of Matosinhos Health In 2011 Vila do Conde The Style Outlets worked with the town of Matosinhos on a pro-
ject with the mission of ensuring safety, security and quality on the district’s beaches, in 
a partnership to protect and foment responsible tourism in the region. The Style Outlets’ 
sponsorship of the project made possible the building of the security towers and the pur-
chase of a defibrillator. Through this project, the centre has gained considerable visibility in 
the region, strengthening its relationship with local society and reinforcing the link between 
leisure and responsibility promoted by The Style Outlets centres. 

Junior tennis cup Sport This international sporting event in Vila do Conde from 14-21 August attracts young sports-
people from around the world to the city. The involvement by Vila do Conde The Style 
Outlets consisted of sponsoring this international tournament, which bolsters the centre’s 
ties to the city and its development.  

PORTUGAL
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This international sporting event 
in Vila do Conde from 14-21 August 
attracts young sportspeople from 
around the world to the city. The 
involvement by Vila do Conde The 
Style Outlets consisted of spon-
soring this international tourna-
ment, which bolsters the centre’s 
ties to the city and its development.
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One objective of The Style Outlets centres is to increase the cultural and artistic value of their communities and promote and encourage local art, and to that 
end they sponsor and host numerous exhibitions of various kinds throughout the year. This also contributes to the aim of broadening The Style Outlets from 
a shopping and entertainment venue into a tourist and cultural attraction. Past collaborations and exhibitions have included:

4.3. Sponsorships and cultural or educational events

Name Summary

Castel san pietro in blues 14th edition of this jazz festival - June 2010 

Imola in musica Music festival in the town of Imola - June 2010

Milan childrens museum Fun educational activities - 2010 and 2011

700th anniversary of the municipality of Castel Guelfo A photo exhibit about the municipality - September 2010

Art and woman Exhibition of local paintings - March 2010

Metamorphoses of still lifes Exhibition of paintings by the artist Gino Tamarri - November 2010

Intimate visions Exhibition - July 2010

 A lighting flash calls An engraving exhibition - July 2011

Inside the gaze Photo exhibition - May 2011

Cultural events at Castel Guelfo (Italy)
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Name Summary

Rawflesh Exhibition - March 2010

Freehand Exhibition of paintings, pictures, photos and sculptures - December 2010 

Idiot wind Photo exhibition - March 2011 

In the shadow of the castles Photo exhibition - August 2010

Tricks with primary colors Exhibition of paintings - January 2010 

The echo of design Exhibition of jewellery pieces - May 2010 

Di art of Arturo Gibellino Exhibition devoted to landscapes of Novara, Italy - June 2011

Geometric color range Exhibition of contemporary art paintings - March 2011

Emotions and reflections Exhibition of paintings - May 2011

Name Summary

Gerolsheim art circle Exhibitions - April to June 2001.

Art exhibitions by Irakli Tsivtsivadze Exhibition of works by the German artist - July and August 2011

Cultural events at Vicolungo (Italy)

Cultural events at Zweibrücken (Germany)
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At its Coruña The Style 
Outlets centre, NEINVER 
let me display part of the 
artistic vision that forms 
the basis for all my work. 

So I find it moving that 
they believe in art’s trans-

formative power since it 
means a commitment to 
the metaphorical power 
of communication that 

links the impossible to the 
possible, the unknown to 

the known. That’s my un-
derstanding of NEINVER’s 

work, as powerful ecologi-
cal mirrors of our 

consciousness.

Rubén Ramos

Artist 

Coruña The Style Outlets
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4.4. NASSICA Foundation. Support for training and occupational integration  

Besides the community outreach programmes conducted by the 
FACTORY outlet centres and The Style Outlets, the NEINVER Group 
works on and conducts its own community programmes through the 
NASSICA Foundation.
NASSICA works for the social integration of economically disadvantaged 
youth, through its training and integration schemes. From 2002 to 2011, 

the Foundation invested near €6 million in donations to professional tra-
ining centres and institutions that work in aid of destitute youth. To date, 
NASSICA Foundation has helped to professional train more than 6.000 
youths in Vallecas, 800 in Pozoblanco and 1.500 in Córdoba.      

Since 2002, NEINVER has worked with the Tajamar Foundation, an edu-
cational centre located in Vallecas, a working-class neighbourhood in 
Madrid, which provides special attention to students from low-income 
families. At present, 42% of its teaching staff consists of former students 
of the centre. 

During their 10-year relationship, the NASSICA Foundation has contri-
buted nearly €1 million to construction of a technology building at the 
Tajamar school, for use in the Vocational Training track in the final years 
of secondary school. This new infrastructure has facilitated the compre-
hensive training of more than 1,000 students per academic year in formal 
education, continuing education and occupational training.  

Tajamar Foundation
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In 2010 and 2011, NEINVER took a step forward in its commitment and respect for the environment with 
the goal of becoming a benchmark in the European property sector in terms of sustainable development and 
management of assets. 

Environmental performance 
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1. BREEAM: Internal sustainability policy

The NEINVER Group is committed to distinguishing itself through the sustainability of all its development projects. The company has made it a corporate stra-
tegy to move forward in the use of environmentally friendly parameters, criteria and materials, both in the design phase and in the construction and subsequent 
maintenance of the centres.

To this end, the NEINVER Group approved an internal policy on sustainability establishing that all future assets the company develops in Europe must obtain 
BREEAM Europe certification. 

In keeping with this sustainable asset construction policy, in 2011 two new NEINVER assets obtained BREEAM certification for their sustainable development:

FACTORY Warsaw  Annopol. 

The centre’s architectural traits and sustainable design earned it the 
BREEAM Europe certificate, making it the first retail centre in Poland to get 
this certification. This outlet centre will open in 2013 and will be the largest 
in Warsaw, with 19,300 sq.m. of GLA spread over 122 outlets from top 
brands.

Futura Park  Krakow. 

Opened in 2011, this centre obtained the Very Good rating in the BREEAM 
certification process. Futura Park, occupying a total of 44,000 sq.m., com-
bines a 22,000 sq.m. retail park with a 22,000 sq.m. FACTORY outlet cen-
tre.

In the last 2 years, the NEINVER Group has work consistently to bolster its environmental sustainability policy. To achieve this, it has developed 3 internal 
and external priority action areas:

1- Obtain BREEAM certification for the new assets developed by the company.
2- Establish a sustainability committee to reinforce and promote commitment to the environment on the part of the company and its employees.
3-  Implement measures to improve environmental management in the development and management of assets.

Environmental performance 
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The ultimate goal is to incorporate 
the concept of sustainability into 
each and every business activity 
of the company, to reduce the 
business’s eventual CO2 footprint.

Through new sustainability stra-
tegies - as implementing BREEAM 
certification - we will focus not 
only on the buildings’ initial de-
sign and construction phase, but 
will also keep in mind the best, 
most efficient maintenance and 
upkeep methods once the facili-
ties are in use.

Rosa López

Sustainability Manager
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2. Sustainability Committee

In April 2011, NEINVER established its sustainability committee which highlights the company’s commitment to the surroundings and the environment when 
designing, developing and managing its properties. 

The purpose of this body is to give the company the management structure and the tools needed to strengthen its commitment to the environment and 
act on it: harmonise the status and policies on sustainability in each country; propose guidelines to improve the way work is done in order to boost

The general objective of the sustainability committee is to define, promote and assess the NEINVER Group’s environmental strategy and policies over the next 3 
years. To do this, the Committee has set specific goals:

To meet those objectives, a team of 9 people with complementary professional profiles will meet monthly.

1. Study new opportunities for more sustainable design and development 
of properties.

2. Propose and oversee implementation of measures that could improve 
the company’s sustainability performance in all areas of the business.

3. Handle internal and external communications about the company and 
the measures it has put in place to create a culture of corporate sustai-
nability.

4. Look into new, innovative approaches to CSR in the market.

• Management team: Studies and proposes improvements to the assets, besides giving management’s perspective on new sustainability proposals.
• Countries team This team contributes its views on the future development of sustainability policies in each country and is in charge of direct implementation 

of the sustainability proposals in their countries.
• Technical Team: Establishes the culture of sustainability in the company and proposes new ways of working. It also is in charge of obtaining certifications 

proving NEINVER’s sustainability performance.

General objective and specific goals

Multidisciplinary team
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The founding of a Sustainability 
Committee shows NEINVER’s 
commitment to the environ-
ment, not just in developing its 
properties but in every aspect 
of the Group’s business, crea-
ting a pervasively sustainable 
culture.

Antonio Sánchez

Technical Corporate Director
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3. Measures to improve environmental management

In asset management, NEINVER has also worked to implement systems and procedures to improve its environmental management of buildings and reduce 
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. 

Thanks to the Building Management System, the company has been able to manage and analyse a set of energy indicators that measure the environmental 
impact of the company’s activities and its retail centres’ impact on their surroundings.

Consistent with the increase of the centres’ GLA from 87,000 sq.m. in 2007 to 262,312 sq.m. in 2011, energy consumption rose from 9 million to 20 million kW 
a year. However despite this increase in raw numbers, the energy-efficiency steps have reduced average energy consumption per square metre by 27%, and the 
average energy consumption per visitor by 15%. 

3.1. Energy Savings: 

Building Energy Intensity (KWh/m2 GLA)

-28%

4%3%

2008

2007

20112009 2010

-4%

Building Energy Intensity (KWh/Occupancy)

2007

-11%

6%5%

2008

2011

2009

2010

-23%
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In addition to saving energy, the environmental responsibility initiatives launched in recent years have achieved a considerable decrease in CO2 emissions into the 
atmosphere. The figure for 2011 was 24.9 tonnes. The two measurement indicators (kgCO2/sq.m. and kgCO2/Shop operator) show a progressive decrease in 
emissions totalling 36% in the last 5 years, which indicates a reduced environmental impact through better energy use.

3.2. Reduction of CO2 emissions and greenhouse gases: 

Greenhouse Gas Intensity (KgCO2/sq.m. GLA)

-28%

-6%
3%

2008

2007

20112009 2010

-4%

Building Energy Intensity (2007vs2011)

Greenhouse Gas Intensity (KgCO2/Occupancy)

2007

-11%

-5%

5%

2008

2011

2009

2010

-23%

Particularly noteworthy is the centre in San 
Sebastián de los Reyes (SSRR), which des-
pite having the same gross leasable area as 
in 2007 and a 73% increase in foot traffic by 
2011, successfully reduced its overall energy 
consumption by 31%.

Traffic-
people

Total
energy
(KWh)

2,169,072

3,952,513

2,552,559 2,710,693

3,428,090
3,762,310
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In 2011, NEINVER consumed a total of 154,808 m3 of water in all its retail and outlet centres, an average of 0.59 m3/sq.m.. In compliance with NEINVER’s new po-
licies on sustainability and efficient resource management, in this 2010-2011 period the company promoted water reuse and water management to minimise con-
sumption. This new sustainable development practice is based on extending water’s life cycle, reusing grey water or rainwater for watering plants, using sensors.  

A noteworthy example is the centre in Zweibrücken, which in 2011 reused 4,272 litres of water, accounting for 87% of total water use. Zweibrücken is also 
NEINVER outlet centre in Europe with the lowest average water consumption, 0.16 m3/sq.m. in 2011.

3.3. Water reuse: 

To minimise the centre’s environmental impact, the management team of 
Vicolungo The Style Outlets undertook several initiatives to maximise effi-
cient use of resources. It replaced its 35W and 70W halogen bulbs with 
3 to 5W LED bulbs in all public toilets, and with 24W fluorescent bulbs 
in the flowerbeds. Similarly, to reduce water consumption at the centre, 
NEINVER equipped its watering systems with rain sensors in the centre’s 
green spaces.

In keeping with the policy of reducing the company’s energy impact, so-
lar panel overhangs have been installed in the outdoor car park at Castel 
Guelfo The Style Outlets to provide shade and electricity at the same time.
Also, since Castel Guelfo is the centre that generates the largest volume 
of waste, NEINVER has launched an initiative to optimise the recycling of 
cardboard, plastic, “wet waste” and the centre’s other waste while optimi-
sing disposal costs. 

Vicolungo Castel Guelfo
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Castel Guelfo The Style Outlets
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To increase the value of Corporate Responsibility as a key element in the business, NEINVER has challenged itself 
to meet some ambitious challenges in the coming years and carry out initiatives related to Good Governance, Social 
Performance And Environmental Policy. 

Commitment to the future
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Initiative Objectives

Sustainability committee •	 Handle internal and external communications about the company and the measures it has put in 
place to create a culture of corporate sustainability. 

•	 Study, propose and oversee implementation of sustainable measures to improve the company’s 
performance in all areas of the business.

Procurement committee •	 Expand monitoring and tracking of the business’s major financial transactions. 
•	 Ensure a broader range of suppliers.
•	 Encourage purchasing from companies that have explicitly stated good governance policies.

Conciliation committee •	 Give the company a forum for debate to strengthen its commitment to its employees.
•	 Define an ambitious strategy to attract, retain and motivate talent in a way that fosters dialogue and 

management’s participation in talent management.

New governing and management bodies 

1. Good Governance

The NEINVER Group has made redesigning the organisation a priority objective for 2012. With the naming of a new CEO, the NEINVER Group will pursue other 
changes relevant to the company’s future and to improving its international competitiveness. It aims to create a cohesive, efficient structure while setting up new 
management bodies intended to advance the NEINVER Group’s business and internationalisation strategy from a perspective of responsible management. 

Commitment to the future
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Initiative Objectives

Develop a Code of Conduct •	 Reach consensus on principles, values and rules governing the business.
•	 Raise awareness internally and externally about these values and principles and the company’s com-

mitment to living up to them and enforcing them with contractors, subcontractors and suppliers.

Promote CSR within the company •	 Communicate NEINVER’s CSR strategy and objectives to every level of the organisation.
•	 Raise awareness about the positive impact that CSR management can generate in the organisation, 

contributing to competitiveness and sustainability.

Adherence to the United Nations 
Global Compact

•	 Join this internationally recognised initiative, which fosters corporate citizenship and businesses’ 
social engagement.

•	 Strengthen NEINVER’s commitment to its surroundings and its social responsibility.

Commitment to ethical conduct
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Initiative Objectives

Develop the annual CSR report in ac-
cordance with international standards.

•	 Advance the implementation of the three-way balance between economic, social and environmental 
responsibility at NEINVER.

•	 Bolster the thoroughness of the process by which stakeholders are kept informed, through the credi-
bility that comes from developing the report and having it certified as GRI compliant. 

Obtain CSR management certifications •	 Be rigorous about ethically and socially responsible management and make this visible to all stake-
holders.

•	 Improve performance and the business’s ability to operate effectively in carrying out responsible 
management

Membership in national and interna-
tional organisations that promote and 
lead advances in Social Responsibility.

•	 Foster a culture of ethical management and social responsibility in the company. 
•	 Incorporate useful knowledge and tools to develop a successful, competitive and sustainable 

business model. 

CSR Management: the management model
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2. Financial performance

The current economic situation in Europe and projections of a recession over the next 
few years require NEINVER to strengthen its strategic plan for internationalisation un-
der the following key principles: 

1. Prioritising development of strategic retail properties in key European mar-
kets, such as France and Germany.

2. Going into new expanding markets outside Europe, with more dynamic eco-
nomies and greater growth opportunities. Good examples are Latin America and 
Asia.  

3. Bringing new investment partners into key projects, to facilitate and fuel the 
internationalisation strategy through partnerships and joint ventures.

4. Sale of non-strategic assets based on the company’s priorities, especially in-
dustrial and office properties. This will allow self-financing of the more relevant 
retail and outlet properties in an environment of scarce financing.

5. Developing new business lines within the property industry, such as mana-
ging third-party assets.

Latin America is a strategic market 
for NEINVER not just because it in-
cludes countries experiencing strong 
economic growth but also because 
of the cultural and legal similarities. 
Given Brazil’s importance and inter-
national visibility, it will be our spear-
head for entry into the major world 
power that is South America. 

Daniel Losantos

Business Development Director
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Artist’s conception of  Galería Katowicka
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Building an outlet platform in Europe

NEINVER’s commitment to creating an outlet platform comprising its centres in 
Europe remains one of NEINVER’s firm commitments for the coming years. The 
Style Outlets brand, currently operating in 5 countries, is a solid, successful brand 
in Germany, Italy, Portugal, France and Spain, and it has been very well received 
in those markets. 

From 2012 and for the next several years, NEINVER will expand The Style Outlets 
brand to its network of centres. An umbrella, that will offer greater synergies to 
shop operators, shoppers and investors.

Brands of an international nature are 
deemed highly valuable. This is why 
NEINVER is developing a strong brand 
of outlet centres. The Style Outlets is 
a multinational platform aimed at a 
contemporary customer and ready 
to serve the consumer of the future. 
We believe that this is the best way to 
bolster our position in the European 
market. We are doing that not only in 
order to raise the value of our assets 
in the eyes of investors or tenants, 
but primarily to meet the increasin-
gly high expectations of shoppers. An 
outlet centre is now much more than 
a strong brand; most of all, it is a new 
shopping experience.

Barbara Topolska

General Director Poland, Germany and France
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Marketing and communication team at NEINVER
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Rebranding in FACTORY Sevilla

Specifically, the process of rebranding from FACTORY to The Style Outlets is 
beginning in 2012 in Spain, with the FACTORY Sevilla centre.
During 2012, NEINVER will expand and remodel this outlet centre. This ambitious 
project is intended to improve the shopping experience in the centre, broaden the 
range of products and brands, improve services to shoppers and transform the 
outlet centre concept under The Style Outlets brand.

The upgrades to Sevilla The Style Outlets include expanding the floor area by 
1,500 m², consisting of an additional 1,000 m² of retail space split over 6 new 
shop locations, and a new semi-covered 500 m² entryway. The centre will be 
renovated completely, inside and out, creating a more appealing, comfortable 
space for the clients: an impressive facade, upgraded flooring and shop fronts, 
new lighting, and furnishings and signage reflecting the new brand’s image.

New services and the enhanced range of shops and products will make Sevilla 
The Style Outlets the benchmark centre in western Andalusia and a more attrac-
tive shopping and leisure destination for current and potential customers. 

Our challenge is to significantly im-
prove our outlet centres in Spain, cu-
rrently operating under the FACTORY 
brand. In the coming months we will 
improve the range of products and 
brands at our centre in Seville and the 
centre’s image, in a process culmi-
nating in its rebranding as The Style 
Outlets. Our goal is to follow the same 
steps already implemented at Coru-
ña The Style Outlets, the new brand’s 
first centre in Spain, which incorpo-
rated architectural improvements 
with abundant natural light and high-
quality finishes and services, inclu-
ding toddlers’ play areas, a children’s 
playroom and Wi-Fi zones. 

Eduardo Ceballos

Country Manager, NEINVER Spain
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Recreation of the Acces Square project in Sevilla The Style OutletsArtist’s conception of the new main facade of Sevilla The Style Outlets.
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3. Social performance

Human Resources

Corporate organisation and culture

Human resource management is a strategic priority for NEINVER. The main objective for 2012 is to design a 5-year strategic HR plan that goes further in 
implementing ambitious policies. Some of the main items to build on are strengthening the corporate culture and employees’ professional development.

Initiative Objectives

Update the succession plan: complete 
organisation chart with all secondary 
positions 

•	 Identify the company’s management pipeline.
•	 Ensure talent retention.

Roll out the HR control panel in all 
countries

•	 Advance and provide half-yearly assessments to the Management Committee about progress in 
achieving the established objectives.

•	 Have the information needed for appropriate decision making.

Develop a handbook of the company’s 
values and capabilities

•	 Identify, add and develop teams based on that handbook.

Speed up the process of building a 
corporate culture throughout the enti-
re organisation

•	 Implement that scheme of values and capabilities in the organisation through programmes that 
originate with the management team.
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Initiative Objectives

Implement the Talent 
Management Programme

•	 Analyse needs and identify each participant’s development needs.
•	 Define a customised training plan to develop talent.

Develop a corporate training 
program 

•	 Bolster the effectiveness of the training offered at the corporate level.
•	 Identify priority areas of knowledge.

Develop a coaching plan for 
management development

•	 Promote a corporate management style based on shared principles.
•	 Promote development and in-house promotion of staff.
•	 Provide management with suitable tools for optimising their performance as leaders.

Professional development
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Quality of products and services

Continual improvement is another key focus at the NEINVER Group. Projects designed to improve the organisation’s processes, efficiency and productivity 
and to improve the management of assets and clients are priorities for the company. In 2012, NEINVER plans to tackle the following challenges:

Quality in internal management and asset management

Initiative Objectives

Implement consistent shared IT 
systems for the entire Group (SAP) 

•	 Increase the quality of information.
•	 Improve the decision-making process in terms of quality and time. 
•	 Harmonise and properly scale the structure of costs and resources used in each business area.
•	 Expedite preparation of accounting reports and closings.

ISO certification in Quality, Environ-
ment, Energy Management, and Occu-
pational Health & Safety.

•	 Ensure maximum quality in asset management.
•	 Be identified by clients as a sustainable company.

•	 Obtain real-time data on sales, till receipts, items, etc.
•	 Increase the information available to reduce reaction time to problems.

Sales monitoring project •	 Increase communication with stakeholders.
•	 Facilitate the relationship between NEINVER and employees.
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Human Resources and Asset Management team at NEINVER 
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4. Environmental performance

To be faithful to and advance its commitment to environmental sustainability, the NEINVER Group is setting itself new sustainability challenges and initiatives for 
the coming years. 

Initiative Objectives

Develop a NEINVER Group 
Sustainability Guide.

•	 Define guidelines for general sustainability actions for each area of the organisation: development, 
management, offices, etc.

•	 Define the specific environmental efficiency requirements for each area: environmental impact, energy 
efficiency, recycling, waste processing, and transport. 

 

Implement a Comprehensive 
Sustainability Plan that contributes 
to establishing sustainable develop-
ment models in the organisation.

•	 Define and implement a Comprehensive Sustainability Plan in all areas of the company: priorities and 
objectives.

•	 Foster sustainability policies and actions throughout the company.
•	 Deploy sustainability policies and actions that involve employees at all levels.

Communication and building a 
sustainable corporate culture.

•	 Bolster the visibility of the Sustainability Committee and its leaders internally and externally.
•	 Encourage environmental awareness and an environmentally respectful culture through the Sustaina-

bility Guide and other initiatives.

Environmental Policy
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Exterior view of FACTORY Wroclaw
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